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Summary of Discussion of Frankel Paper
The participants agreed with the thesis of Judge Frankel's paper that
substantial problems exist in the American justice system and that the ideal of
equal justice under law is not being met. Discussion of Judge Frankel's
concept of a national legal service as a way of meeting this ideal took place
at two levels: values and practical proposals.
One of the commenters on Judge Frankel's paper began the discussion by
turning to the question of values, bluntly stating: "There's no national
consensus of acceptance of a notion that it is a good thing or important
national policy to provide equal justice under the law." Another commenter
echoed this point by noting that the basic value honored in our society is
making money, "making a lot of money particularly." Several participants
remarked that the law schools and the profession should strive to inculcate
basic justice values, but there seemed to be little optimism that this would
occur.
Given this perceived lack of public consensus on values, the discussion
focused on practical proposals for improving the justice system. In his
summary of the discussion, Professor Gillers categorized the proposals offered
by the participants as either supply- or demand-based. On the supply side, one
suggestion that received substantial attention by the participants was a
mandatory pro bono obligation for attorneys.
Judge Frankel in his paper had criticized mandatory pro bono on several
grounds. First, he questioned the competency of lawyers handling cases under
a mandatory pro bono program. He pointed out that the "impressed pro bono
lawyer is likely to approach amateur status-as in the example of the corporate
bond expert found for a few hours advising on welfare entitlements, appearing
in housing or family court, or otherwise being compelled to skirt the edges of
malpractice for the poor." Second, he found the concept of mandatory pro
bono repugnant on spiritual grounds because lawyers are impressed into giving
basic services for the poor, while no other group in society is required to
provide services to the poor in this fashion. Finally, he suggested that
mandatory pro bono would provide the profession with "false solace," a point
of light blinding us to the darkness that would continue to exist.
Despite Judge Frankel's criticisms, a number of the participants supported
mandatory pro bono. One panelist referred to the American Bar Association's
Law Firm Challenge Program in which the leaders of 500 of the largest law
firms challenge their peers to commit from three to five percent of billable
hours to improve our justice system. At least 150 firms had already made this
commitment, and their contributions alone amounted to 2.5 million hours of
free legal service annually. In the Northern District of Illinois, participation
in a pro bono program is a condition for membership in the trial bar.
Professor Palay noted that he and his colleague Marc Galanter had
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suggested a modification of the mandatory pro bono concept to deal with the
competency problem. Under their proposal, lawyers could elect to buy out
their pro bonos obligations. The funds generated, which Palay estimated as
two to four billion dollars per year, would be used to support legal-services
programs that would hire specialists in various areas. One participant
expressed reservations about the buy-out proposal. She saw value in lawyers'
personally experiencing the problems of the justice system, both because it
fulfilled their professional oath and because the first-hand experience would
be beneficial to their thinking about the legal system. She cautioned, however,
that the economic strains facing the profession make mandatory pro bono very
burdensome for many lawyers.
Another panelist offered an alternative to mandatory pro bono: a one-
percent tax on the gross revenues of lawyers to fund legal services. He
justified the tax on the ground that lawyers are beneficiaries of a monopoly on
the right to provide legal services. He estimated that such a tax would
generate 750 million dollars per year-more than double the current budget of
the Legal Services Corporation. Another participant suggested that punitive
damages awards in civil cases could go partially to the state to be used to fund
legal-services programs.
Other participants turned to commercial solutions to the problem of supply
of legal services. One professor suggested that consideration should be given
to expanding the supply of legal services commercially. He noted the success
of several nationwide law firms that provide legal services to people of
moderate means. He also pointed out that many of the problems of the poor
involved transactions rather than litigation and could be handled by nonlaw-
yers. He also noted, however, that various restrictive rules of
ethics-including prohibitions on law firms' providing ancillary services, on
the use of screening mechanisms to avoid conflicts of interest, and on the use
of nonlawyers to provide routine legal services-hindered the development of
commercial providers of legal services. Another professor suggested the
possibility of a national prepaid legal-services plan as an alternative way of
expanding the delivery of legal services. Judge Frankel responded that such
a proposal would be a "sop to the insurance companies, but not a way in a
civilized fashion to handle this problem."
One attorney from a small-firm practice noted that in South Carolina, and
in many other states, magistrates are not required to be lawyers. He suggested
that modest improvements in the legal system could be gained by requiring
magistrates to be lawyers and by using the down-to-earth approach followed
by Judge Wapner.
Discussion of ways in which the demand for legal services could be
reduced began with one judge's remark that "[o]ur legal product as it exists
today perhaps is not worthy of mass dissemination." He reviewed a number
of factors contributing to overuse of the legal system: attempting to resolve
minor social disputes legally, federal criminalization of state crimes,
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sentencing guidelines that produce trials, scorched-earth tactics employed by
some law firms, and lawyer advertising. An attorney from a small firm
echoed the judicial concern with overuse of the legal system. He pointed out
that part of the problem was legislatively caused: the creation of new legal
rights and the criminalization of a wide range of behavior. He suggested that
"delegalization" of some activities would be one step in dealing with the
problem of delivery of legal services.
An academic suggested that the demand for legal services could be
reduced if the system created incentives, such as user fees, to avoid litigation.
She also called for comparative studies of how other societies deal with the
issue of delivery of legal services. The suggestion was also made that the use
of the hourly rate as a method for charging for legal services also contributed
to the problem of overuse of the legal system, but a practitioner responded that
this point ignored the fact that the system involves people, and that the hourly
rate does not run the system.
The participants also discussed the merits of alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) as a way of dealing with the problem of delivery of legal services.
Participants referred to several successful ADR programs, including "settle-
ment weeks," which are now being used in a number of states. Under the
settlement week program, lawyers act as arbitrators in small (typically under
$25,000) cases. While the program provides for payments to lawyer-
arbitrators, most lawyers have waived their fees.
Other participants referred to failures in ADR. A professor referred to
the National Center for Dispute Resolution, an experiment conducted in Los
Angeles that was designed to create a neighborhood dispute settlement process
similar to that used in China. She concluded that cultural differences between
the United States and China made the Chinese model inappropriate here.
Another professor cautioned about the use of ADR in domestic cases. He
pointed out that the principal purpose of our legal system is to prevent
violence and that violence frequently occurs in the domestic context. He also
referred to studies indicating that people are not satisfied with alternative
dispute resolution because they want to have their "day in court." Another
academic disagreed with the claim that people are not satisfied with ADR,
referring to a study of ADR in Philadelphia that found a high degree of
acceptance of the results of ADR among the participants. One judge noted an
important principle that should govern proposals such as ADR: To preserve
the concept of equal justice under law, all disputes of a particular type should
be subject to the same method of resolution, regardless of the identity or
wealth of the parties.
Given the lack of consensus on the value of a national system for delivery
of legal services to the poor, along with the fiscal realities that afflict
government at all levels, one participant's remark that we must "depend on the
generosity of friends" seemed to capture the sentiments of the participants, if
not necessarily their hearts. A judge pointed out that state supreme courts
19941
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through their rulemaking powers can do much to affect the delivery of legal
services, but suggested that courts are timid when it comes to policymaking
and would need the support of the bar and the law schools to develop the
courage to be aggressive in this area.
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